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FOREWORD
This committee print is the ninth of a series of such prints of studies
on Copyright Law Revision published by the' Committee on the Judi
ciary Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights. The
studies have been prepared under the supervision of the Copyright
Office of the Library of Congress with a view to considering a general
revision of the copyright law (title 17, United States Code).
Provisions of the present copyright law are essentially the same as
those of the statute enacted in 1909, though that statute was codified
in 1947 and has been amended in a number of relatively minor re
spects. In the half century since 1909 far-reaching changes have
occurred in the techniques and methods of reproducing and disseminat
ing the various categories of literary, musical, dramatic, artistic, and
other works that are subject to copyright; new uses of these produc
tions and new methods for their dissemination have grown up; and
industries that produce or utilize such works have undergone great
changes. For some time there has been widespread sentiment that
the present copyright law should be reexamined comprehensively with
a view to its general revision in the light of present-day conditions.
Beginning in 1955, the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress,
pursuant to appropriations by Congress for that purpose, has been
conducting a program of studies of the copyright law and practices.
The subcommittee believes that these studies will be a valuable con
tribution to the literature on copyright law and practice, that they
will be useful in considering problems involved in proposals to revise
the copyright law, and that their publication and distribution will
serve the public interest.
The present committee print contains the following three studies
prepared by members of the Copyright Office staff: No. 26, "The
Unauthorized Duplication of Sound Recordings," by Barbara A.
Ringer, Assistant Chief of the Examining Division; No. 27, "Copy
right in Architectural Works," by William S. Strauss, Attorney
Adviser; and No. 28, "Copyright in Choreographic Works," by Borge
Varmer, Attorney-Adviser.
The Copyright Office invited the members of an advisory panel and
others to whom it circulated these studies to submit their views on
the issues. The views, which are appended to the studies, are those
of individuals affiliated with groups or industries whose private inter
ests may be affected by copyright laws, as well as some independent
scholars of copyright problems.
It should be clearly understood that in publishing these studies the
subcommittee does not signify its acceptance or approval of any state
ments therein. The views expressed in the studies are entirely those
of the authors.
JOSEPH C. O'MAHONEY,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights,
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate.
m

COPYRIGHT OFFICE NOTE
The studies presented herein are part of a series of studies prepared
for the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress under a program
for the comprehensive reexamination of the copyright law (title 17 of
of the United States Code) with a view to its general revision.
The Copyright Office has supervised the preparation of the studies
in directing their general subject matter and scope, and has sought to
assure their objectivity and general accuracy. However, any views
.
expressed in the studies are those of the authors.
Each of the studies herein was first submitted in draft form to an
advisory panel ofspecialiste appointed bY' the Librarian of Congress,
for their review and comment.. The panel members, who are broadly
representative of the various industry and scholarly groups concerned
with copyright, were also asked to submit their views on the issues
presented in the studies. Thereafter each study, as then revised in
the light of the panel's comments, was made available to other in
terested persons who were invited to submit their views on the issues.
The views submitted by the panel and others are appended to the
studies. These are, of course, the views of the writers alone, some of
whom are affiliated with groups or industries whose private interests
may be affected, while others are independent scholars of copyright
problems.
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COPYRIGHT IN ARCHITECTURAL WORKS
1.

THE PROBLEM

Architecture has traditionally been considered one of the arts,
and the copyright laws of most countries provide specifically for
copyright protection of "artistic works of architecture" (i.e., artistic
architectural structures) as well as of plans, drawings, or models
for architectural structures. In the United States, as will be seen,
the protection now afforded to architectural works, particularly
as regards "artistic" structures, is somewhat uncertain and may be
deemed too narrow. The problem to be considered here is that of
the provisions that might be appropriate in a new copyright law for
the protection of such works.
"Architectural works" may be understood in a broad sense as
referring to two different things: (1) the plans, drawings, or models
for an architectural structure (all referred to hereinafter as "plans")
and (2) the structure itself. In considering the problem of copy
right protection, this distinction between the plans and the structure
must be kept in mind. Thus, as regards copying, plans may be re
produced in the form of plans or their features may be re
produced in the form of a structure; and a structure may be re
produced in another structure with or without the use of the plans.
Consideration must therefore be given to both the copying of plans
(in the form of plans and in the form of a structure) and the copying
of a structure (in another structure).
It should also be borne in mind that architectural works (in the
form of either plans or structures) embody functional ideas and
mechanical processes or methods of construction. It is axiomatic
that copyright does not protect the ideas or methods expounded in
a work, but protects only the author's "expression" or form of ex
position of the ideas or methods.'

II.

THE PRESENT LAW IN THE UNITED STATES
A. PROTECTION UNDER THE COMMON LAW

There seems to be no reason to doubt that the "literary property
rights" accorded by the common law to authors in regard to their
unpublished works renerully/ extend to the authors of unpublished
architectural plans. Thus, the common law would protect such
unpublished plans against unauthorized reproduction in the form of
plans and perhaps in the form of a structure.'
I See the landmark ease of Baker v. Selden, 101 U.S. 99 (1879). As applied to architectural works, see
Larkin v. Pennsylvania R. Co:: note 9 Infra; Muller v. Trlborongh Bridge Authority, note 20 Infra; and
see also the foreign laws, part Iv infra.
I See Strauss, Protection of Unpu6118hed Works [Study No. 29 to appear In a later committee print In the
present sertes]: and see 170.S.C. 12.
I Kurtlss v. Cowherd, 233Mo. App. 397,121S.W. 2d 282(1938). For a general discussion, see Katz, CoW
right Protection of Architectural Plans, Drawings, and Deslgns,ln the Spring 19S41ssue of LAW AND CO~·
TEMPORARY PROBLEMS, 224,229, Duke University School of Law.
• Katz, op. cit. note 3 SUpra.
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However, the few reported cases on the question of what eon
stitutes such publication of architectural ~lans as will terminate com
mon law property rights would seriously limit the practical protection
afforded by the common law. In Gendell v. arr,6 where the plaintiff
had built a porch of his own design on a highway, the court denied
his petition to enjoin the defendant from building a similar porch, on
the ground that the plaintiff had published his design by building
the porch in a public place, thereupon terminating hIS common law
rights. In Wright v, Eisle 6 the court said that the filing of archi
tectural plans in a public office (as required to obtain a building
permit) where they were open to public inspection, was such a publi
cation as to terminate common law property rights.' In Kurfise v.
Oowherd 8 the plaintiff had opened a house of his design to unre
stricted public inspection, and the defendant took measurements of
the house and used the plaintiff's plans to construct similar houses.
The court held that the plaintiff had published his plans by opening
the house to unrestricted public inspection and thereby terminated
.
his common law property rights. *
Two other cases, denying common law protection for what the
courts considered to be structural methods or ideas, may be noted in
passing. In Larkin v. Pennsylvania R. 00. 9 the plaintiff architect
alleged that his plans for a hotel building, which he had submitted
to the defendant in an unsuccessful effort to obtain a contract to
construct it for the defendant, were copied in the plans of another
architect used in constructing the building. The court found that
the plaintiff's plans were not copied and that no right of the
plaintiff was violated by using the same structural methods/";Vhich
were well known, as those embodied in his plans. In Mackay
v, Benjamin Franklin Realty and Holding 00. 10 a builder was held not
liable for using plans prepared by an architect as an independent
contractor, where the architect, without the knowledge of the builder,
used "ideas" derived from the plaintiff's plans.
In the view taken in the Gendell, Wright, and Kurfiss decisions," such
literary property rights as the common law extends to architectural
plans will generally cease when the plans have been used, by or with
the consent of their author, for their intended purpose of building a
structure. And if, as those decisions hold, the structure were treated
as a published work, the common law would not afford any literary
property rights in the structure itself."
613 Phlla. 191 (Ot. Common Pleas, Philadelphia, Pa., 1870).
• 86 App. Dlv. 3M, 83 N.Y. Supp. 887 (I003).

I The court also found that the plaintiff architect had transferred any rlghts he may have had to his ellent.
The decision In Wrhht v, Elsie was followed, on both points, In the very recent case of Tumey v. Little,

186 N. Y. S. 2d 94 (Sup. Ct. 1069).
• 233 Mo. App. 397, 121 S.W. 2d 282 (1038). See note In 24 WASH. U. L. Q. 418 (1039).

• [Editor's note: In a very recent case decided after the present stndy had been written. tbe California
District Court of Appeal refused to follow the Wright and Kurfl8l decisions, and held that the plalntlfl's
dt'Slgnfor a house was not published by virtue of the /lUngof the plans In a pnhUe otllce as required to
obtain a building permit, or by vlrtne of the house being open to public view. Copying of the plans by
tha defendant In bulldlnll a similar house was hold a violation of the plalntllt's property rights under a
Oallfornla statute. Smlt1l v. Paul, 346 P. 2d M6. 123 USPQ 463 (Cal. App. 1959).)
• 125 Misc. 238, 210 N.Y. Supp. 374 (1926).
10 288 Pa. 207d3ll At!. 613 (1927). see notes In 75 U. PA. L. REV. 458 (1927); 25 MICH. L. REV. 886
(1927); 40 HARv. L. REV. 1017 (1927).
II Note that these are decisionsof inferior courts. No others In poInt have heen found. These decisions
have been criticizedas "wrong In principle and destructive In practice of an archlteet's Intellectual property"
Katl 011. mt. note 3, mpra. Beealso note In 42 COL. L. REV. 200 (1942).
18 However. the common law may alford some protection against the unautbortsed reproduction of struc
tures ID. circumstances constituting unfalr competition. as where the structures have become Indentl/led to
the publlo as those of the original builder. See May v. Bray at note 19lnJra.
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Whatever may be deemed to constitute publication, protection for
published architectural works would be dependent upon the securing
of statutory copyright.
B. COPYRIGHT PROTECTION UNDER THE STATUTE

Architectural plans (including drawings and models) may be copy
righted under the present Federal statute. Among the classes of
copyrightable works enumerated in section 5 of the statute 18 are
"drawings or plastic works of a scientific or technical character."
The Regulations of the Copyright Office 14 state:
This class includes published or unpublished two-dimensional and three-dimen
sional works which have been designed for a scientific or technical use and which
contain copyrightable graphic, pictorial, or sculptural material. Works regis
trable in [this class] include diagrams or models illustrating scientific or technical
works or formulating scientific or technical information in linear or r-lastic form,
such as for example: a mechanical drawing, * * * an architect s blueprint,
* * * or an engineering diagram.

The Copyright Office has, in fact, made many registrations of copy
right claims in architectural plans.
.
When published, architectural plans may be copyrighted by regis
tration in the Copyright Office." When published, they may be copy
righted by affixing the required notice of copyright on the published
copies."
.
.Ai; to the protection afforded by copyright in architectural plans,
section 1(80) of the present statute, which pertains to all classes of
copyrighted works, gives the copyright owner of such plans the ex
clusive right to make and publish copies of the plans." In May v.
Bray,18 the unauthorized making and sale by the defendant of copies
of the plaintiff's copyrighted architectural drawings was held and in
fringement and was enjoined, with the defendant being ordered to
deliver up all infringing copies for destruction." Thus, under section
1(a) copyrighted plans are protected against their unauthorized re
production in the form of plans.
Whether the copyright in plans protects them also against un
authorized use in the building of a structure seems highly doubtful.
In Muller v. Triborough Bridge Authority 20 it was held that a bridge
approach (designed to operate as a traffic separator) constructed
by the defendant was not copied from the plaintiff's copyrighted
drawing of a similar bridge approach. The court said that even
assuming that the defendant had used the plaintiff's drawing in
designing and constructing its bridge approach, the plaintiff's co:Py
right was not infringed since it did not :prevent anyone from using
the system of traffic separation set forth m his drawing.
Involved here is the somewhat nebulous line between an author's
"expression" of an idea, which is protected by copyright, and the
idea itself which is not so protected. The underlymg rationale of
1117 u.s.c. \5(1).
If 37 O.F.R. 202.12(a).
1117 U'S'0'112; 37 C.F.R. 1202.12(a).
1117 U.S.C. 110. 19.
11 The exclusive rights specified In 11(a) are: "To print. reprint. publish. copy. and vend the copyrighted

work."

II Unreported opinion appears In 30 Copyright OfficeBull. 435(S.D. Oal, 1955).
II The court, finding that the houses constructed by the plaintiff from his plans had come to be known
to the publlc and recognized as the plaintiff's, also enjoined the construction of slmllar houses by the de
fendant as unfair competttlon,
10 43 F. Supp. 298 (S.D.N.Y. 1942).

60682--61-6
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the Triborough Bridge case seems to be that copyright in a drawing
or picture of a nonartistic object of utility does not preclude others
from making the three-dimensional object portrayed in the drawing
or picture. That case has its counterparts in other situations that
are somewhat analogous. Thus, while the copyright in pictures of
ladies' garments in a trade catalog has been held to be infringed by
copying them as pictures," the copyright in such pictures was held
not to be infringed by making. the garments depicted." Likewise,
the copyright in a drawing of a dress was held not infringed by making
such dresses, though the court said that reproduction of the drawing
as such would have been an infringement." The copyright in pic
tures of furniture in a catalog was held not infringed by making
such furniture." And the copyright in a design for camouflaging
parachutes was held not infringed by the making of parachutes with
such a design."
There may be some possibility that in respect to an architectural
structure which is itself a "work of art" within the meaning of the
statute, the copyright in drawings or models for such a structure will
afford protection against their use in building the structure. Section
5(g) of the statute designates "models or designs for works of art" as
copyrightable works; and section 1 (b) gives the copyright owner of
"a model or design for a work of art" the exclusive right "to complete,
execute, and finish it." In Jones Br08. Co. v. Underkoifler,2 6 it, was
held that a copyrighted design for a cemetery monument (which had
been registered as a design for a work of art) was infringed by the
unauthorized use of the design in the construction of a monument; the
court held the monument to be a "work of art," and concluded that
its construction was an execution of the design within the above
quoted provision of section 1(b).
Two other cases may be thought to afford analogies. In K·i,ng
Feature.'! Syndicate v. Fleischer 27 and in Fleischer Studios, Inc. v,
FreudHch,28 copyrights in cartoon characters were held infringed by
their reproduction in the form of three-dimensional doll figures; the
courts held the figures to be copies of the cartoons. Perhaps these
cases are sui generis; or perhaps they may be explained by the fact that
the doll was considered a nonfunctional reproduction of the artistic
form represented by the cartoon. Thus, the court in the first case
observed that "the form of the horse [the cartoon character 'Spark
Plug'] was the essence of the cartoon," and that the doll figure had
the same nonfunctional purpose as the cartoon, "to give amusement
in contemplation." 28..
In summary, while the law on this point is not entirely clear, it
appears probable, from the various court decisions cited above, that
copyrighted architectural plans are not now protected against their
use in building a structure, except as regards a copyrighted design for
U National Cloak and Suit Co. v. Kaufman, 189 Fed. 215 (M.D. Fa. 1911). 'rhe court referred to the
distinction between copying tho pictures as such and making the wearing apparel depicted.
II National Cloak and Suit Co. v. Standard Mall Order Co., 191Fed. 528 (S.D.N.Y. 1911).
saJack Adelman, Inc. v. Sonners & Gordon, Inc., 112F. Supp. 187 (S.D.N.Y. 1934).
II Lamb v. Grand Rapids Furniture Co., 39 Fed. 474 (W.D. Mich. 1889). It was held further that the
defendant's pictures of the furniture so made by him, though similar to the plaintifl"s copyrighted pictures,
did not infringe as long as they were not copied from the plaintiff's pictures.
II Fulmer v. United States, 103 F. Supp. 1021 (Ct. CJ. 1952). The court said: "The only monopoly
which tho copyright gave him was the exclusive right to reproduce the design, as an artistic tlgure."
.. 16 F. Bupp. 729(M.D. Fa. 1936).
17 299Fed. 533(2d oe. 1924).
116F. SuPP. 808 (S.D.N.Y. 1934) aff'd 73 F. 2d 276 (2d Cir. 1934) cert. denied, 294U.S. 717(1936).
II. Of. Rushton v. Vitale, 218F. 2d 434(2d Cir.1955) in which a doh figure in the form ofa grotesque ehlm
panzee, modeled after a character in a television show, was held a copyrightable work in itself.
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a structure deemed to be a "work of art." In the broad area of archi
tectural structures, those constituting "works of art" would seem to
be relatively rare."
The remaining question is whether the present copyright statute
affords apy protection to architectural structures as works in them
selves. Here again, in the relatively rare instances of a structure
which is deemed to be a "work of art," such as a monument, it may
be feasible to secure copyright in the structure; 30 and protection would
thereby be secured against the unauthorized reproduction of the work
of art 10 another similar structure. But there appears to be no pro
vision in the statute for protection in the far broader area of func
tional structures which, though attractively designed, do not qualify
as "works of art." al

III.

PROPOSALS IN PRIOR REVISION BILLS

The series of bills introduced between 1924 and 1940 to revise the
copyright law all contained some provisions for the protection of
architectural works. In the specification of copyrightable works all
those bills mentioned, as does section 5(i) of the present statute,
drawings and plastic works of a technical character ;" as pointed out
above, this is deemed to include architectural plans and models.
But the revision bills generally went further: most of them also men
tioned both "works of architecture" (i.e. structures) and "models or
designs for architectural works,"ss with the qualification that copy
right extended only to the artistic character and desiff of such works
and not to the processes or methods of construction."
Under the various bills, models or designs for artistic architectural
structures would apparently have been protected, not only against
reproduction as models or designs, but also against reproduction 10 the
form of structures. Some of the bills would probably have produced
this result under a general provision (with some variations in lan
guage) giving copyright owners of all classes of works the exclusive right
to "reproduce" or to "transform" the copyrighted work in any medium
or form or in any manner.as Some of them broadened the present
section 1(b)-whlCh provides for the exclusive right "to complete,
execute, and finish * * * a model or design for a work of art"-to
apply to all classes of worksj " while others extended this exclusive
right specifically to models or designs for "a work of architecture."a7
18 In practice, arehiteetural plans have generally heen registered In the Copyright Office as "technical
drawings" under § 5(1) of the statute. A number of designs for artistic monnments have been registered
as "designs for a work of art" under § 5(g); but In recent years at least, no registrations under § 5(g) have
been found for architectural drawings of structures other than monuments•
.. Some registrations of copyrights In monuments as "works of art" have been made In the COfyrlght
01llce, wtth photographs being deposited as provided In Ii U.S.C. §§12 and 13 and In 3i C.F.R. 202.16.
lilt has been thought that the Willis bill In the 85th Congress, B.R. 88i3 (195i), and the recently Intro
duced O'Mahoney bill In the 86th Congress, S. 20i5 (1959), for the protection of "original ornamental de
signs of useful articles", would extend the protection therein provided to the ornamental designs embodied
"useful" arohlteetural structures.
.. Dallinger bill of 1924, R.n. 913i, 68th Congo 1st Sess., §15(1); Perkins hll1of 1925 H.R. 11258,68th Congo
2d Sess., §9(1); Vestal blllof 1930, 1I.R.12549~71st Congo 2d sess., §3i(l); Sirovlch blll of 1932, H.R.I0976,
i2d Congo1st Sess., 13(i); Duffy bill Of. 1935,:;.3047 t i4th Congo 1st Sess., §4(a), retaining the present §5(I);
Thomas bill of 1940, S. 3043,i6th Congo 3d sess., §lo(f) .
.. In tbe bills cited in note 32 a1/,pra: Dallinger, §J5tn); Perkins, 19(0): Vestal, §3i(o); Dnffy} '4(d);
Thomas, 115Im). The two Slrovlch bills mentioned onl~' plans, models, or designs for arehlteetural works:
1932blll § 8( ); 1936bll1, §5(I).
"In the bills olted in note 32 aupra: Dellinger, §68(a); Perkins, U4; Vestal, 18; Duffy, §l(b); Blrovlcb
1936, § I(b); Thomas, § 15(m).
II In the bllls oltedln note 32 aupra: Dalllnger, §1(a); Perkins, I 12(a); Vestal, §1; Sirovlcb 1932, §2; Slrovlcb
1936, § l(b); Thomas, §4(a).
" In the hills cited In note 32 aupra: Dalllnger, §l(I); Vestal, § l(e).
II In the bills cited In note 32 aupra: Duffy, §J(b); Slrovlch 1936, §l(b); Thomas, 14(f).
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Inasmuch as artistic architectural structures were designated in
most of the bills as copyrightable works, such structures would no
doubt have been protected against the reproduction of their artistic
features in similar structures. Some of the bills provided, however,
that copyright in a work of architecture would not be infringed by the
making and publishing of two-dimensional pictures (other than archi
tectural drawings and plans) of the structure." It was apparently
contemplated that the reproduction of an artistic structure in the form
of architectural drawings and plans would be an infringement. 88
With respect to the remedies for infringement in the building of a.
structure, some of the bills provided that no injunction to restrain the
construction of an infringing building if substantiallr begun, and no
order for its demolition or seizure, should be issued.'
Other provisions in some of the revision bills concerning archi
tectural works specifically may also be noted: that the construction
of an architectural work would not constitute publicationr'' that
for copyright registration of a work of architecture, identifying
photographs and drawings may be deposited; 42 and in one bill, that
statutory damages were not available for infringement of archi
tectural works, or models or designs for such works, unless infringe.
ment was willful.u

IV.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS AND FOREIGN LAWS

The copyright laws of the foreign countries that are members of
the Berne Union are based largely on the Berne Convention. The
original Berne Convention of 1886 mentioned among the categories
of works to be protected, "plans, sketches, and plastic works relative
to * * * architecture" (art. IV). 'I'he Berlin Revision of 1908, in
addition mentioned "works of * * * architecture" (art. 2) and
provided that "the construction of a work of architecture shall. not
constitute a publication" (art. 4). These provisions were continued
in articles 2 and 4 of the Rome Revision of 1928 and the Brussels
Revision of 1948.
The two principal conventions between American Republics-the
Buenos Aires Convention of 1910 (to which the United States adheres)
and the Washington Convention of 1946 (to which the United States
does not adhere) both mention, among the categories of works to
be protected, "plans, sketches or plastic works relating to * * *
architecture" (arts. 2 and 3, respectively). Neither of these two
conventions mentions works of architecture (structures).
The Universal Copyright Convention (to which the United States
adheres) makes no reference either to architectural plans or models
or to architectural structures.
The laws of various foreign countries on this subject are typified
by those of the United Kingdom, France, and Germany (members
of the Berne Union) and those of Mexico and Argentina (parties to
the Buenos Aires and Washington Conventions).
I. In the bills cited In note 321UP!'0: DallInger t 127(31; Perklnsill'; Vestal, 18; ThomBII, 112(c).
II This would probably follow from the genel'lllprovlslons eltea In note U IUjlro.

U In the bil1selted In note 32,ullro: DalJInger,126(b); Perkins, iI4; Vestal, 18; Du1lYI.l17;ThomBII.I 12(e).
The last three bills also precluded an injunction against the usa of an infringing buDaml!.
" In the bills cltod In note 32 ,upra: ballinger I 3' Perkins t 1l3. The same result might have ensued
from the general dellnltlon of "publlcatlon"ln slrOvlch 1932,
(c); Slrovloh 1936, t (1Mb); Thomas, 13.
d In the bills cited In note 82 ,upro: Perkins, 146; Vestal, 138; Sfrovloh 1932, I 19(e)' bully, 18. The
8IImeresult would app~ntly have ensued from the general provlB!oDlIn Dallinger. f 18; ThomBII.114(8).
II Dully. 117, note 82, IUp,••
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The United Kingdom Oopyright Act, 1956," provides for copy
right in "works of architecture, being either buildings or models
for buildings," as a species of "artistic works" (sec. 3t1)(b)).4a Such
works are protected against reproduction "in any material form"
(sec. 3(5)(a»). However, this is limited, as applied to architectural
works, by other provisions: as regards the use of plans in erecting
a structure, section 9(8) provides that a two-dimensional artistic
work is not infringed by a three-dimensional object which would
not appear, to persons who are not experts, to be a reproduction
of the artistic work;" and the copyright in a structure is not infringed
by the making and publishing of a two-dimensional picture of the
structure, or 01 its Inclusion In a film or television broadcast (sec.
9(4) and (6)).4 Moreover, .the copyright in a structure, or in the
drawings or plans therefor, is not infringed by reconstruction of the
structure (sec. 9(10)). The construction of a work of architecture
and the issue of pictures of such a work do:not constitute publication
,
(sec. 49(2) (cj),
The United Kingdom Act of 1956 also provides for certain limita
tions on the remedies for infringement as applied to architectural
structures. No injunction or other order is to be made to prevent
the completion of a building after construction has begun, or to
require its demolition (sec. 17(4)).
The French cop~ght statute of 1957 48 protects "works of .'. •
architecture" and 'plans, sketches, and plastic works relative to" • •
architecture" (art. 3). It may be presumed that this would not
change the effect of prior rulings by the French courts that copyright
in a work of architecture relates to its aesthetic features and not to
processes or methods of construction." The statute specifies gener
ally that authors of all kinds of works shall have the exclusive right
of "reproduction" (arts. 21, 40~ 71) which is defined as "the material
fixation of the work by all methods that permit of indirect communi
tion to the public" (art. 28). It is specifically provided that "in the
case of architectural works, reproduction shall also consist in the re
peated execution of a plan or standard draft" (art. 28). The statute
contains no other provisions dealing specially with architectural
works.
In the German statute," protected "works of art" are defined as
including- "architectural works of an artistic character" and "plans
for architectural works" of such character (§ 2).61 The author is
given the exclusive right to "reproduce" the work, and "in the case
of architectural works or plans for architectural works, copying by
•• 4 and 6 ELIZ. 2, ch, 74, For an exposition of the law In the United Kingdom concerning architectural
works!ee COPINOER AND SKONE lAMES, LAW OF COPYRIOHT (9th ed. 1968) ch. 16. An en
IIgbtening dIscussion of tbe geneM1 problem of copyrlgbt protection for architectural works Is found In the
Mlnut~. of ErJldence Taken BeforetileLOlli of CoPllrlqhlComm/ltee, presented to the Brltlsb ParU!IIIlent In 1910
ICd. 60511. pp. 1-9 and 171-171l,
.. The earller U.K. Copyright Act, 1911, 1 and 2 OEO.II, ch. 46, referred to "architectural works of art"
(II 1. 2, 35), and provided that protection "Is confined to the artistic character and design and does not
extend to processes or methods of constructIon" U 35(1». Such Is the present law of OBii8da: Rev. Stat.
of Canada} 1952,cb. 66, t 2{a). (b). COPINOER, op. cit. note 44 IUpr~lat 266-256,states that the 1956
U.K. Act IS not thougbt to change the effect of the 1911 Act under whlcb we courts did not require artistic
merit but did reqUire "something beyond the use of common stock features.',·
.. An elevation of a sbop front was beld infringed b;r the erection of a shop reproducing the elevation In
appearance: Chabot v. Davles 156L.T. 625 (1936). But COPINOER, op. cU. note 4411'11'0. at 258, sub
mlts that a "ground plan" wou id not be infringed by erecting a building based thereon.
4l"The only form of infringement therefore Is the reproduction of the buUdIng or the reproduction of
asubstantlal part of the building In another buUdIng": OOPINOER, op. ell. note 44IUprCl,at 269•
.. Law No. 67-296on Literary and Artistic Property, March 11, 1967•
•1 See DESBOIS, LE DROIT D'AUTEUR (1960) at 111.
"Act concerning Oopyrlght In Works of Art and Photography, Jan. 9, 1907. as amended.
I. Oopyrlght~rotects onl~ the aestbetlc features of an arehlteetural work.! not processes or methods of
OODitructlon:ULMER, URHEBER UND VERLAOSREOHT (1961) at vl-&2.
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building shall be considered reproduction" (sec. 15).62 The exterior
only of architectural structures located on public roads, streets or
squares may be reproduced in pictures, but not in another structure
(sec. 20). Provisions for the destruction of infringing copies are not
applicable to works of architecture (sec. 37).
The copyright statute of Mexico 63 protects "all * * * scientific
* * * and artistic works capable of publication or reproduction," in
cluding specifically "plans, sketches" and "plastic works relating to
* * * architecture" (art. 2).6' It provides, in general terms, that
copyright shall not extend to the industrial application of ideas con
tained in scientific works" (art. 3).66 The statute does not specify the
rights accorded to architectural works specially; it provides generally,
for all works, the exclusive right to "reproduce" the work "in any
form" (art. I(g)) and to "transform" the work "in any manner" (art.
I(f)). However, copyright does not extend to "publication by way of
photography, television or cinematographic films of works of art or
architecture that are visible from public places" (art. 15(b)). The gen
eral requirement for the deposit of copies is fulfilled by deposit ofpho
tographs "in the case of * * * sculptures and works of a like kind"
(art. 124). There are no special provisions regarding the application
of remedies against infringing structures.
The copyright statute of Argentina 66 protects all "scientific" and
"artistic" works, including specifically" works of * * * architecture"
and "plans" (art. 1). Rights in architectural works are not specified
separately; the author's exclusive rights, provided for in general terms
relating to all works, include the right "to reproduce" the work" in
any form" (art. 2) .57 The deposit requirement for II works of * * *
architecture" calls for II a sketch or photograph of the original, together
with such supplementary particulars as to permit of their identifica
tion" (art. 57). There are no special provisions regarding the pic
torial representation of structures or the application of remedies
against infringing structures.
V.

ANALYSIS OF THE ISSUES

The foregoing summar! of the present law in the United States re
garding the protection 0 architectural works, the previous proposals
for revision of the present law, and the laws in other countries, sug
gests that the problem of providing protection for such works should
be considered in the preparation of a new copyright law.
As previously pointed out, the problem concerns two kinds of
works-architectural plans (including drawings and models) and
architectural structures-each involving somewhat different questions.
They will therefore be dealt with separately.
II The statute prohibits unauthorized reproduction "irrespective of the methods by which It Is effected,
and irrespective of the number of copies Involved" (117). Reproduction for personal use, otherWise per
mitted, Is not permitted "by means of building" (118).
II Law of Dec. 29, 1956.
.. Architectural structures are apparently Included among the works protected, In view of the provisions
of Art. 15(b) noted below.
II This woUldseem to deny protection for processes or methods of construction embodied In architectural
plans.
II Law No. 11723of Sept. 28, 1933, as amended by Legislative Decree No. 12,063 of Oct. 2 1957.
" Correspondingly, Art. 72(8) provides for penalties against any person who' reproduces" a work
"through any medium" without authorization.
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A. ARCHITECTURAL PLANS

1. As copyrightable works.-Though not mentioned expressly as a
separate category of copyrightable works, architectural plans (includ
ing drawings and models) are copyrightable under the present statute
as a species of the specified class of "drawings or plastic works of a
scientific or technical character." Statutory copyright may now be
secured by the registration of such plans as unpublished works, or by
their publication with the prescribed copyright notice.' There is thus
no problem regarding the status of architectural plans as copyright
able works.
A question does arise as to whether the building of a structure con
stitutes publication of the plans. There are two decisions of inferior
courts, as noted above, holding that under the common law the build
ing of a structure in a public place is such a publication of the plans
as will terminate the common law property rights in the plans. As
suming that these decisions are sound as a matter of common law,
which may be open to question, it does not necessarily follow that
the building of a structure would constitute publication of the plans
for the purpose of statutory copyright. It can be argued, on the
contrary, that under the statutory scheme of securing copyright by
publishing "copies" of the work with a copyright notice! the structure
is not a copy of the plans and its erection is not a pub ication of the
plans. It may seem anomalous to hold, for example, that affixing a
notice on the structure is the means of securing copyright in the plans
as such; or that once a structure has been built without bearing a
notice, the plans as such could not thereafter be copyrighted by their
registration as published works, or by their publication in the form of
plans with a copyright notice; or that after copyright has been secured
in the plans by publishing copies with a notice, the building of a
structure without the notice would terminate the copyright in regard
to the reproduction of the plans as plans.
No case has been found dealing with these situations or with the
general question of whether the building of a structure constitutes
publication of the plan within the purview of the statute. Perhaps
this question should be clarified in the statute. As noted above,
some of the prior revision bills proposed to define publication so as to
exclude the building of an architectural structure," and the Berne
Convention so provides explicitly/"
2. Rights in copyrighted plans.-It seems clear that copyrighted
plans are protected against their unauthorized reproduction and
distribution in the form of plans. No problem is seen here.
Copyrighted plans are apparently not protected against their use
in the building of a structure, at least as far as the functional ideas
or the processes or methods of construction are concerned. It may
be that in the relatively rare cases where a planned structure would
qualify as a "work of art," copyright in the plans (as a "model or
design for a work of art") would protect the plans against their use
in building the strnctnre.
Where no artistic features are present, the courts have been in
clined to the view that the use of plans in the building of a structure
II Supra at note 41.
II Art. 4 of the Berlin (1008), Rome (1928), and Brussels (1948) Revisions. See also the United KIngdom
Oopyright Aot, 1956, 149(2) (0).
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is merely the use of the ideas, processes or methods disclosed in the
plans. eo This may be seen as an appiication of the fundamental
concept that copyright in a drawing or picture of a useful article (as
distinct from a work of art) does not extend to the production of
the article depicted." In this view, there would be no warrant for
copyright protection of architectural plans against their use in
building a structure unless the structure 18 artistic in character.
This approach is reflected in most of the prior revision bills 02 and
in some of the foreign laws,08 where the "works of architecture"
(structures) given copyright protection are confined to those of an
artistic character.
As noted, the present statute protects a copyrighted "model or
design for a work of art" against unauthorized completion, execution,
or finishing (sec. 1(b»; and this has been held to protect a copyright
ed drawing of a design for an artistic cemetery monument against
the unauthorized construction of the monument." That pro
vision would no doubt protect a sketch for an artistic sculpture
against the making of the sculpture, and an artistic architectural
structure might be equated WIth a sculpture. Even aside from
that analogy, architectural structures of an aesthetic character (as
distinguished from merely functional structures) are a traditional
art form.
It might be argued, therefore, that insofar as architectural plans
represent the design tor an "artistic" structure, such plans are en
titled to protection against the reproduction of the artistic features
in the form of a structure. Thus, some of the prior revision bills
in addition to protecting "artistic" architectural structures, would
also have extended to "models or designs" for such structures the
right now provided in section 1 (b) "to complete, execute, and finish
'" '" '" a model or design for a. work of art."oa A similar result is
provided for in some of the foreign laws.
The difficult question of what constitutes an "artistic" architec
tural structure will be dealt with below. Suffice it to say here that
if certain structures are given copyright protection as works of art,
the plans for such structures (insofar as the artistic form of the struc
ture is concerned, as distinct from the processes or methods of con
struction) 07 might well be given protection against their use to build
the structure.
B. ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURES

1. As copyrighta,ble works.-The present c<>pyright statute makes
no reference .to architectural structures. Except as such struc
tures might possibly be treated as coming within the protected cate
gory of "works of art" (sec. 5(g», they are apparently given no copy
right protection.
II 8ee C8lI8lI cited ,"prll at notes 9, 10,20. ProcelIIlllII or metbo~1 U they are novel end Inventive, may be
proper lubJeote for patent proteotlon,81dlatingulabedfrom oopynght proteotlon.
II Bee, for example,C8lI8lI cited '"Jlrllat notes 21-26.
.. See ,"prll at note M.
II E. g., lee 1UJ)rllat notes 411 and 46regardinl the United KIngdomand OllDada: note 49regarding Frenoe:
note 01regarding Germany.
NSeesuJlrllat note 26•
.. See SUJ)rll at notes 86end 37.
II SeeSUprll at note 46reprdinl the United KIngdom; ten 101low1D& note 49 reg8l'lUnl Franoe: at nota
62 regwdiria Germany.

" 01. Oopyrlght 011108 ReKDlatloDl 87 O.F.R. f 202.l0(&), wbloh de1IDea "worka of art" 81 lno!ud!DI
"woro of Vtlatlo craftIIman8blp, Inaotar 81 their form but not their meohllDloaI or utilitarian 81peota llI'8
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As a parallel to the observations made in the preceding analysis
regarding architectural plans, ordinary structures embodying ideas,
processes, or methods of construction, but having no artistic features,
would not seem to be appropriate subjects for copyright protection.
On the other hand, consideration should be given to providing explic
itly for some kind of protection of architectural structures that are
artistic in character. Most of the prior revision bills,ea as well as
foreign laws generally," provide for protection of "artistic" architec
tural structures (as to their artistic character but excluding processes
or methods of construction).
The prior revision bills and foreign laws do not resolve the question
of what constitutes an "artistic" structure. This difficult question
of definition is apparently the same, in the specific field of architec
ture, as the familiar and troublesome question of what constitutes a
"work of art" in other areas of three-dimensional objects that may be
utilitarian or aesthetic or both in combination. Like the general
term "work of art," the concept of "artistic" structures eludes precise
definition."
Some broad delineations, however, can be suggested. The ordin'!XY
structure designed for functional use (such as dwellings, shops, office
buildings, factories, eto.) though attractive of its kind, would rarely,
if ever, qualify as a "work of art." A monumental structure which
is to be enjoyed, not in any functional use, but in the contemplation of
its aesthetic form and the evocation of feeling, may readily, qualify.
Between these two extremes is a range of structures (of which some
churches, museums, or auditoriums may be examples) which have
both functional use and artistic form in varying degrees. It is in this
last category that the dividing line between the primarily utilitarian
and the primarily artistic (with the other being present to some extent)
becomes shadowy, sometimes leaving much to subjective judgment
as to whether a particular structure is or is not a work of art.
It has been suggested that the long-term protection of the copy
right statute should be extended only to architectural structures that
are solely artistic in character with no functional utility j or at most,
to those that are primarily artistic though having some utilitarian
aspects. If this View is adopted, perhaps some other form of protec
tion for a relatively short term would be appropriate for the features
of artistic embellishment incorporated in a primarily utilitarian struc
ture. Such protection might be given, for example, under general
legislation like that recently p,roposed for the protection of "omamen
tal designs of useful articles. ' 71
2. Publication.-If architectural structures of an artistic character
are to be copyri~htable, the question of whether such a structure
located in a public place is a "published" work should beresolved."
This question would have particular significance if, as under the
present statute, a copyright notice is to be affixed to published "copies"
of a work."
II See 'Uprll at notes 33 llIId 34.
II See 1"1"11, part IV.

_

II

For an attempt to Indicate broadlJ' the scope of the term "work of art" In the p1'8l8nt OOpyrlgbtstatute,

Oopyrlgbt Oftlce RegulatiODJ, 37 O.P'.R. f 202.10.
'I See tbeWI1lIlI bill, H.R. 8873,86th Oong. (1957) and tbe O'Maboney bill, S. 2075, 88th 00lIl. (1959).
n Tbls Is not neoessarlly the same 118the question dlsCUllllOd earlier. of whether the buildhui of a structure

ClO11IItitutes publication of the plallll. The question here Is whether' the structure Is a published work In
lteelf.
n See 17 U.S.O. 110.
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A structure built in a public place is accessible to the public and its
artistic form is thereby disclosed to public view." But public dis
closure is not synonymous with "publication."75 The concept of
"publication" in the copyright law generally denotes that copies have
been reproduced and circulated to the public." Some of the prior
revision bills provide that the construction of a work of architecture
shall not constitute publication."
Assuming that architectural structures are to be treated as pub
lished works for other purposes, it would still be possible, if desired,
to exclude them from any general requirement that a copyright notice
be affixed to published copies.
3. Rights in copyrighted structures.-As reflected in the prior re
vision bills 78 and in foreign laws," the copyright :protection of an
artistic architectural structure is basically against its unauthorized
reproduction in the form of another structure, and perhaps in the
form of plans from which another structure could be built; and such
protection relates only to its artistic form, not to the structural
processes or methods utilized.
Beyond that, inasmuch as architectural structures are exposed to
public view, and their artistic appearance is intended to be enjoyed
by the public, they are commonly reproduced pictorially in drawings,
photographs, motion pictures, and television broadcasts. Such
two-dimensional portrayal of the appearance of an artistic structure
(other than in the form of architectural plans) does not compete
with the architect's interest in the structural use of his artistic work.
In view of these considerations applicable specially to architectural
structures, most of the prior revision bills 80 and some foreign laws 81
provide explicity that architectural structures are not protected
against their representation in a two-dimensional picture."
4. Remedies for injringement.-Special limitations may he needed
on the application to infringing architectural structures of some of
the remedies provided for copyright infringements generally. A per
son who, in building a structure, infringes the copyright in architec
tural plans or in a similar structure, should presumably be liable for
damages in the same manner as the infringer of any other class of
copyrighted works. But when the infringing structure has been
erected to a substantial extent, the public interest would seem to
" Sucb public disclosure bas been beld In two cases to constitute publication of the design of the structure
under the common law. See supra at notes 5 and 8.
II Thus, a public performance of a dramatic or musical work, though a form of public disclosure of the
work, does not constitute publication. See Strauss, Protection of Unpu,blf8Aed Works,supra note 2, part II.
II The present statute defines "the date of publication" as meaning "In the case of a work of which copies
are reproduced for sale or distribution ... the earliest date when copies of the first authorized edition were

g~~~~llo~?1 ~~h~lc~I~~~I:~lae~~~~:~~ani~~' S:~e~e~r~d~:{~n f:: t~~~i~~ r:r~~~~h~r~:~~~rG1~~

butlon to the public of copies or a work from which It can be read or otherwise visually perceived."
77 See supra at note 41. Similar provisions are found In the Berne Convention (1008 and subsequent
revisions, Art. 4) and In the United Kingdom Copyright Act of 1956, 149(2)(c).
II See supra at notes 34, 35 38, 39.
•
n See supra, part IV, particularly in regard to the United Klndgom, France, Germany, and Mexico.
.. See supra at note 38.
81 See supra at note 47regarding the United Kingdom; German Act of Jan. 9, 1907, 120; Mexican Law of
Dec. 29, 1956, Art. 15(b).
It should be noted that the recent United Kingdom Copyright Act, 1956, contains a novel provision that
the copyright In an architectural structure Is not infringed by any reconstruction of an existing structure,
and that the copyright In the plans for an authorized structure Is not infringed by use~of the plans In such
reconstructon (19(10». This provision was asparently prompted by the fact that mana buildings In the
~~::f~~dom, some of which are still un er copyright protection, were damaged urlng the Second
.. The same considerations would seem to apply also to otber three-dImensional works of art, such as
sculptures, situated In a public place. Some foreign laws make similar provisions permitting two-dimen
slonal pictures of any three-dimensional work of art so situated. See, e.g., United Kingdom Copyright
Act, 1906, § 9(3); German Act of Jan. 9, 1007, 120; Mexican Law of Dec. 29.1956• .Art. 15(b).
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militate against the economic waste involvedjin enjoining its comple
tion or in requiring its destruction." So, most of the prior revision
bills 84 and some foreign laws 86 contain provisions specifying that the
general remedies of injunction and destruction are not applicable to
an infringing architectural structure after its construction has sub
stantially begun. Even in the absence of such an express provision,
it seems unlikely that the courts, in whose discretion these remedies
lie, would enjoin the completion of an architectural structure or order
its demolition.

VI.

SUMMARY OF MAJOR ISSUES

A. As to architectural plans (including draw1'ngs or models):
1. Should the copyright in such plans (which now protects
them against unauthorized copying and publishing in the form
of plans) be extended to protect them also against their un
authorized use in the building of a structure?
2. If so, should protection against such use be confined to
the building of an artistic structure that would qualify under
the statute (see B 2, below) las a copyrightable work in itself?
B. As to architectural structures:
1. Should artistic structures be protected as copyrightable
works in themselves?
2. If so, how should the structures to be protected under
the copyright statute be defined: (a) in terms of those that
are solely artistic in character with no utilitarian function, or
(b) in terms of those that are works of art in their general ap
pearance though also having some utilitarian function, or (c)
in some other terms?
3. Should the building of a structure in a public place con
stitute publication of the plans or of the structure? If so,
should a copyright notice (if required generally on published
copies of works) be required on architectural structures?
4. Should copyright protection of structures be limited to
the reproduction of their artistic form in another structure
or in architectural plans (thereby excluding protection against
reproduction in two-dimensional pictures)?
5. Should the statute specify that the remedies of injunction
and destruction shall not be available in respect to infringing
structures substantially begun?
81 Under § 101 of the present copyright statute, the remedies available generally for copyright infringe
ment Include an injunction (subsec.(a)) and the destruction of "infringing copies or devices" (subsec.(d)).
For a jenera) discussion of these remedies, see Strauss, Remedie8 Other Than DamagtB for Cop1/right Infringe·
ment [Study No. 24In the present series of committee prints].
84 See 8upra at note 40.
U See United Kingdom Copyright Aet, 1956, § 17(4); German Act oUan. 9, 1007, § 37.
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COMMENTS AND VIEWS SUBMITTED TO THE COPYRIGHT
OFFICE ON COPYRIGHT IN ARCHITECTURAL WORKS
John Schulman

SEPTIIlMBIIlB 21, 1959.
The Strauss study on "Copyright In Architectural Works" is quite complete.
It discloses the difficulty of trying to deal with a copyright law piecemeal.
In my view the protection of architectural works in the form of buildings and
other structures is more akin to the problems of industrial designs than to copy
right as such. tf treated at all, it should be in that area.
All that really belongs in the copyright statute is the protection of drawings,
plans, ete., against reproduction in that form. Otherwise, the problems will be
endless and insoluble.
On the other hand, I think that a new statute should reject the view that the
building of a house or the filing of plans destroys copyright protection for the ar
chitect's drawings. These certainly should not be publication in a dedicatory
sense, any more than the performance of a play destroys copyright.
As to the exact treatment, that of course depends on the struoture of a new
statute.

•
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•
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SCHULMAN.

Joshua B. Oahn

SIIlPTIIlMBllll 29, 1959.
In the portion of the study entitled "Analysis of the Issues," there is a rather
extended discussion of architectural work as a work of art and the following state
ments are made:
"The ordinary structure designed for functional use (such as dwellings, shops,
office buildings, factories, etc.) though attractive of its kind would rarely, if
ever, qualify as a "work of art." A monumental structure whichis to be enjoyed,
not In any functional use, but in the contemplation of its aesthetio form and the
evocation of feeling, may readily qualify. Between these two extremes is a
range of structures (of which some churches, museums, or auditoriums may be
examples) which have both functional use and artistio form in varying degrees.
It is In this last categorr that the dividing line between the primarily utilitarian
and the primarily artistIC (with the other being present to some extent) becomes
shadowy, sometimes leaving much to sublective judgment as to whether a par
ticular structure is or is not a work of art. '
I feel that distinctions drawn along the lines suggested are undesirable, Dwell
ings, shops, office buildinge, and factories are more and more conceived of and
executed as works of art and too often churches, museums, and auditoriums are
erected which are without artistic value. The unexpressed notion appears to be
that if a considerable portion of the cost of the building has been for decoration,
it may be considered a work of art, whereas, if form has followed function, the
building is not a work of art. This is a dangerous notion and one which could
plunge us into the midst of a bitter artistic controversy.
Many churches and museums have been built in the "international style," bare
and undecorated. Many ornate, decorated office buildings and homes have also
been built. I believe it would be a great mistake to have any cOPlright law
which required the courts or the Copyright Office to make aesthetic Judgments.
Builders of business structures spend millions in the course of a year to seoure
the services of architects as consultants on the basis of the superior aesthetic
qualities of the work of such architects. The motivation of the builders is in part
sesthetle and in part it is to attract tenants by reason of the superior artIStic
quality of the structure. The design of a factory or an office building often calls

srs
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for more expenditure of money and talent for aesthetic effeots than that of a monu
ment, church, or museum.
What then is the solution to this problem? Before considering what arehi
teotural struotures should be protected by oopyright, we should reconsider whether
architectural structure (as opposed to architectural plans) should be protected
at all.
This brings us back to fundamentals; the purpose of the copyright law: "To
promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts by Securing for limited Times
to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respeotive Writings and
Disooveries" (U.S. Constitution, art. I, see, 8, olause 8).
Will architecture be stimulated with resultant benefit to the people of the United
States by preventing others from copying a structure which has been ereoted?
I doubt it. It may very well be argued to the contrary, that the dissemination
of new ideas in arohitecture is stimulated by freedom on the part of all architects
to use the buildings of others.· Will arohitects get better pay if their employers
have the exclusive use of their designs? There is no reason to think so. Doesn't
the public benefit more from the rapid dissemination of architectural innovations
than from exclusivity?
What would constitute an infringement of a work of arohiteoture? In the
nature of things, an arohitectural struoture is usually composed of standard
elements capable of being synthesized by oraftsmen and therefore the individual
ized artistic flair is often less apparent than in the work of the writer, painter, or
sculptor. Would it be desirable to give to the courts the additional problem of
determining when there has been copying? Would architects be influenced by
others at their peril? What criteria would the court or the architect use to
determine the line?
In accordance with the notions expressed above, I would answer the questions
listed under "Summary of Major Issues," as follows:
A. 1. The plans should not be used but, if they have already been incorporated
in a structure, the structure itself may be copied.
A. 2. No.
B.1. No.
B. 2. No.
B. 3. The building of a structure should not constitute publication of the plans
and no copy,right notice should be required on architectural structures.
B. 4, No protection should be given against reproduction of structures in two
or three dimensional form.
B. 5. No.
JOSHUA B. CAHN.

Melville B. Nimmer
OCTOBER 19, 1959.
I have read William Strauss'interesting study on "Copyright on Architectural
Works." With respect to the major issues posed by Mr. Strauss, I have the
following comments:
1. The copyright in plans should very definitely protect against the unautho
rized use of such plans in the building of a structure. A copyright in architec
tural plans whioh does not include the exclusive right to erect structures based
upon such plans makes no more sense than oopyright in musical or dramatic
compositions without the exolusive right of public performance. In order to be
meaningful the oopyright must include rights which give the work economic value.
2. Copyright protection for arohitectural works should not be limited to such
works as may be determined to be "works of art." I think it sufficient that.
the copyright be limited by the existing principle of originality (i.e., only those
elements whioh are original with the copyright claimant may be protected), and
the principle of Mazer v. Stein that the copyright protects the artistic as dis
tinguished from the utilitarian aspect of any work.
3. I see no reason why architeotural structures in themselves should not like
wise be the subject of copyright protection, and here again I think it undesirable
to make any arbitrary distinetion as to "artistic" structures. If the form of the
structure may be said to be original, this should be sufficient.
4. With respect to publication of a building structure, I would suggest that.
the definition of jJublication suggested in my artiole "Copyright Publioation," 56
Columbia Law Review at page 197, is here applicable. That is, publication
should not be said to occur unless members of the public receive a possessory
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interest in tangible copies of the work in question. Such, of course, would not
be the case merely by virtue of the building of an architectural structure.
5. Copyright protection for architectural structures should limit the repro
duction of either another structure or of plans for another structure. To the
extent that there is economic value in either creating another structure or in
creating plans therefor, the copyright proprietor should be entitled to control
such value.
6. I see no more reason for modifying the injunction and destruction provi
sions of the copyright act with respect to architectural productions than with
respect to other forms of copyrighted works involving considerable financial
expenditure, e.g., motion picture productions.
MELVILLE B. NIMMER.

Samuel W. Tannenbaum

OCTOBER 20, 1959.
I have carefully examined Mr. William Strauss' fine study of the problems
of "Copyright In Architectural Works."
As there appears to be unanimity in the protection of architectural plans under
the U.S. Copyright Act, in my opinion, there is, therefore little need for a dis
cussion of that question.
However, without attempting to discuss the constitutional question of whether
a structural work of architecture might be considered the "writing" of an "au
thor," I believe some comment on the protection of such structural works is
warranted.
Assuming that structural works are entitled to protection, we are immediately
faced with the problem of whether such protection should be limited to artistic,
as opposed to utilitarian structures. If such a limitation is deemed wise, the
courts will be presented with an almost insurmountable task of interpretation.
Is a structure, designed, for example, by Frank Lloyd Wright purely as a dwell
ing, any less a work of art than, for example, the Lincoln Memorial, almost
totally void of utilitarian purpose?
It is evident that structural works of architecture cannot properly fit into
the ordinary concepts of copyright. Is a building in a public place a published
work, even though not an object reproduced in copies generally distributed to
the public? If the structure be deemed a published work, what would be the
date of publication? Would the owner of the structure require the permission
of the architect to make a structural alteration years after the completion of
the building?
Then too, if the structure warrants statutory copyright protection should
the period be the 28-year plus a renewal of 28 years?
As architectural structures and designs become obsolete in a comparatively
short period, a shorter term of protection would be advisable. This is an added
reason for having it the subject of special legislation. It might be included
in the pending Willis bill in the 85th Congress, H.R. 8873 (1957) and the
O'Mahoney bill in the 86th Congress, S. 2075 (1959).
These, and countless other problems, indicate that this is an area, like the
field of industrial design, which requires special consideration, and should be
the subject of special legislation outside of the Copyright Act.
SAMUEL W. TANNENBAUM.

